
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL BURAIDAH 

Worksheet for the Academic Year 2023-24 

CLASS: 2  SUBJECT: ENGLISH  DATE: _________________ 

Grammar :( L#1, 2, 3) 

COMMON AND PROPER NOUNS 

*A noun is a naming word. It is the name of a person, a place, a thing or ananimal.  

  Eg: Delhi, Rony, lion, chair etc... 

*Common noun is a name which does not point out any particular person, place, animal or      

   thing is called a common noun. 

Eg: house, park, monkeyetc... 

*A proper noun is a special name for a person, a place, a thing or an animal.  

*Proper nouns always begin with capital letters. 

Eg: Abdul, Mumbai, Indian Ocean etc... 

I. SELECT THE COMMON AND PROPER NOUNS FROM THE HELP BOX AND  

WRITE THEM IN THE CORRECT COLUMNS: 

                   

 

Common nouns Proper nouns 
  

 

John Diwali Spiderman tree boy bird India 



II. WRITE TWO PROPER NOUNS FOR EACH COMMON NOUN. 

COMMON NOUNS PROPER NOUNS PROPER NOUNS 
1. school   

2. month   

3. city   

 

III. CIRCLE THE COMMON NOUNS AND UNDERLINE THE PROPER NOUNS.  

1. My brother lives in Dubai. 
2. Tina is a cleaver girl. 
3. Rohit bought a new car. 
4. The museum was closed on Sunday. 
5. The Ganga is a very long river. 

IV. Write each noun in the space where it belongs. 

 

   

 

 

 

Frog                                         queen                         bread                           market 
Sister                                        chair                           cow                             hospital 
Key                                          parrot                         city                               pilot 

    

 

 

 

 

 

       PERSON        PLACE

  

       THING        ANIMAL 



V.  Singular and Plural Nouns 

* A singular noun refers one person, place, or thing. 

*  A plural noun refers more than one person, place or thing. 

When we want to talk about more than one thing, we add s or es to the noun. 

Eg: one pencil ------------------- five pencils 

       one mango ------------------- six mangoes 

*Some plurals are different when words end in f or fe, change f into v and add - es. 

 shelf---------------------shelves 

knife---------------------knives 

If the word ends with y, we drop the y and add - ies. 

army--------------------armies 

city----------------------cities 

 

VI. Complete these sentences with the plural of the words in the brackets. 

a. There are beautiful ______________in the garden. (butterfly) 

b. We love picture ____________. (book) 

c. I use ____________to draw pictures. (crayon) 

d. The four_______________ are very colourful. (kite) 

e. Mumtaz has two_______________ and one sister. (brother) 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
1. girl girls  foxes 
2. table tables  cakes 
3. pencil pencils     buses 
4. glass glasses     heroes 
5. tomato tomatoes     spoons 
6. shoe shoes     dresses 
7. box boxes     churches 
8. catch catches   

13. spoon

10. cake
11. bus

9. fox

12. hero

14. dress
15. church



PRONOUNS 

He, she, it, they, you, I and we are words which are used in place of nouns. These 
words are called pronouns. 

We use pronouns so that we do not have to repeat the nouns in the sentence. 

Example: Ravi is a boy. Ravi has a bicycle. 

Instead of this we can write. 

Ravi is a boy. He has a bicycle. 

He is a pronoun. It takes the place of the noun ‘Ravi’. 

VII. Tick (      ) the correct pronouns to complete these sentences. 

1. Rena is my best friend. He/She/It is very clever. 

2. Don’t drink water from this well. He/She/It is dirty. 

3. Jaya and I like to draw. We/They/You use crayons. 

4. Mohan and Preeti are waiting at the bus-stop. We/They/You are waiting for the bus. 

We/I/It is late again. 

VIII. Rewrite these sentences with he, she, it, we or they in place of the words in colour. 

1. Sama and I read a book. Sama and I liked the book. 

________________________________________________________________. 

2. Where is Ginger, the dog? Ginger is in the garden. 

________________________________________________________________. 

3. Amit and I went to the library. Amit and I saw many books. 

_________________________________________________________________. 

IX. Colour the pronouns in the grid given below. 

  
X U F K I T R M 

P H E S V N F S 

F R L L W S H E 

T H E Y L H S A 


